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Abstract 

Due to its advantages in terms of much longer cover period and less demanding 

measurements, wood anatomy of Picea obovata Ledeb. was offered as spatiotemporal proxy 

record for tracheid differentiation kinetics.  In this study, external and internal regulation of 

earlywood-to-latewood transition and properties of latewood were considered. The values and 

interrelations between cell number, tree ring width, maximal and mean radial cell diameter, 

maximal cell wall thickness and position of the transition to thick-walled tracheids were 

investigated within site and along the altitudinal gradient. Correlations with moving 21-day 

climatic series were used to estimate high-resolutional external influences. Relationships 

between tree ring traits are spatially stable and close within one stage of differentiation and 

between cells production and expansion. Relationships between sites differ in upper and 

lower parts of the gradient. Most of traits respond to the primary limiting factors near summer 

solstice; however, maximal cell wall thickness responds positively to the temperatures at the 

+10°C threshold. Altitudinal anatomical patterns revealed interaction of intrinsic and external 

factors in the regulation of tracheid differentiation. Timing of climatic response highlighted 

role of photoperiod as a trigger in the earlywood-to-latewood transition, and crucial role of 

the growth season ending for latewood development. 
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Introduction 

The division of conifer tree rings into earlywood and latewood tracheids during the 

process of their differentiation remains the subject of intense research in both anatomy and 

physiology. The thick-walled latewood cells are suggested as necessary to ensure the 

mechanical strength of wood tissue and the tree as a whole (Brown et al., 1949; Zobel and van 

Buijtenen, 1989; Gartner, 1995; Yasue et al., 2000; Hannrup, 2001; Bowyer et al., 2003; 

Sperry et al., 2006; Björklund et al., 2017). However, examples of many tree species raise 

questions about such suggestions, particularly in the tropical zone; in these examples the 

number of such tracheids can be very small or zero (Vaganov et al., 1985; Schweingruber, 

1990; Russo et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2017). The hypotheses of seasonal switching of 

processes appear to be more attractive. For example, at the beginning of the vegetative season, 

a tree experiences high demand for water and minerals for growth of shoots and the 

assimilation apparatus, imposing requirements on the hydraulic characteristics of the 

emerging tracheids. Subsequently, after cessation of primary growth, the water demand is 

significantly reduced and the production of assimilates becomes sufficient for their active 

deposition in the cell walls, i.e. development of thick-walled tracheids (Moehring et al., 1975; 

Antonova and Stasova, 1997; Hansen et al., 1997; Plomion et al., 2001; Uggla et al., 2001; 

Simard et al., 2013; Olano et al., 2014; Petit and Crivellaro, 2014). Another hypothesis 

concerns the possibility that the processes of cell expansion and cell wall thickening are 

regulated by photoperiod, indicating that decreasing day length is a trigger for switching to 

latewood cell development (Heide, 1974; Gyllenstrand et al., 2007; Asante et al., 2011; 

Karlgren et al., 2013; Petterle et al., 2013; Jyske et al., 2014). In any case, intrinsic 

mechanisms of seasonal switching include both hormonal control and differentiated 

expression of key genes responsible for the activity of enzymes involved in latewood tracheid 

maturation (Wareing and Phillips, 1970; Lindström, 1997; Uggla et al., 1998; Schrader et al., 

2003, 2004; Cato et al., 2006; Gyllenstrand et al., 2007; Hölttä et al., 2010; Zobel and Jett, 

2012; Petterle et al., 2013). As a result of external and internal control of conifer tree ring 

development, changes in cell radial size and wall thickness along the ring are smooth and 

gradual and therefore cannot be fully described with simple Mork’s dividing into earlywood 

and latewood tracheids (Mork, 1928; Denne, 1989; Rozenberg et al., 1999; Sviderskaya et al., 

2011; Babushkina et al., 2018a). This fact is supported by numerous wood cell morphometric 

measurements, including automated ones (von Arx and Carrer, 2014; Gärtner et al., 2015; von 

Arx et al., 2016; Prendin et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018). 
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Because of the increased interest in the kinetics of seasonal tree ring development in 

various climatic conditions, some generalizations have been developed about durations and 

rates of the primary processes of tracheid differentiation (Horacek et al., 1999; Rossi et al., 

2006a, 2011; Camarero et al., 2010). For example, contribution of these kinetic characteristics 

to cell expansion and wall thickening stages of tracheid differentiation was evaluated for 

several conifer species (Skene, 1969; Dodd and Fox, 1990; Cuny et al., 2013, 2014). For the 

cell expansion result, 75% is determined by the duration and 25% by the rate of this process, 

whereas in the cell wall thickening, the contributions of duration and rate are approximately 

the same (Denne, 1972; Anfodillo et al., 2012; Cuny, 2013). The evaluation of the residence 

time for each tracheid in the zones of cell expansion and cell wall thickening was an 

important result of kinetic research (e.g. Rossi et al., 2006b; Balducci et al., 2016; Deslauriers 

et al., 2017). In this regard, the duration of cell wall thickening for latewood tracheids can 

reach 45-50 days or even more (Rossi et al., 2006b; Cuny et al., 2013; Kraus et al., 2016; 

Mäkinen et al., 2018). In the conditions of a short growth season at the treeline at high 

latitudes and altitudes and particularly over extreme years in terms of heat supply, a 

premature stopping of the cell wall thickening process occurs in the last tracheids, leading to 

the development of less thick-walled cells (cf. Rossi et al., 2006a, 2008; Lupi et al., 2010). 

These kinetic patterns of tree ring development were obtained from direct 

measurements with periodic sampling of micro-cores from living trees over the growth season 

during several years (Rossi et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012; Cuny et al., 2014; J. Zhang et al., 

2018). This process is not only labourious and time-consuming but also does not cover the 

entire range of variation in climatic conditions during the tree life span. Increase in the 

duration of observations helps to expand this range, but only within the current climate, 

without taking into account long-term changes, which limits the use of this approach. 

The abovementioned studies of seasonal growth kinetics are performed according to 

the following scheme: current climatic conditions – traits of kinetics (seasonal 

measurements) – particular anatomical structure of tree rings. The traits of this anatomical 

structure that originate from each of the three primary tracheid differentiation processes can 

be selected and therefore used as a proxy of their kinetics: 1) tree ring width and cell number 

for production; 2) the radial dimensions of the tracheids for expansion; 3) cell wall thickness 

for deposition of the secondary cell wall (Larson, 1994; Vaganov et al., 2006; Deslauriers et 

al., 2017). Therefore, in this study, we propose to use the reverse research scheme: climatic 

conditions during long-term observation period – traits of the tree ring anatomy – an indirect 

estimate of growth kinetics (Carrer et al., 2017; Castagneri et al., 2017; von Arx et al., 2018). 
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Within this scheme, the comparison of the long-term dynamics of climatic factors and of 

wood anatomical traits for trees growing along an altitudinal gradient may allow for an 

indirect assessment of the effect of the growth season duration on tracheid differentiation and 

examination of the hypothesis of regulating the cell wall thickness in latewood by the timing 

of the growth season end. The relative position of the transition to thick-walled cells as a 

quantitative indicator of seasonal switching of tracheid differentiation processes from 

earlywood to latewood was also of interest. 

Materials and Methods 

The study was conducted on the Borus Ridge of the Western Sayan Mountains, on the 

southern border of the Khakass-Minusinsk depression (Fig. 1). The foothills have an altitude 

of 300-400 m a.s.l., and the highest altitude is 2318 m a.s.l. A wide range of elevations results 

in a variety of vegetation; however, conifer forests consisting of the following species cover 

most of the area: Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Siberian pine (Pinus sibirica Du Tour), 

Siberian larch (Larix sibirica Ledeb.), Siberian spruce (Picea obovata Ledeb.) and Siberian 

fir (Abies sibirica Ledeb.). Soils are loamy, thin and stony, with numerous hard rock outcrops. 

The depth and fertility of the soil layer vary greatly depending on the local terrain. 

For this study, we used daily mean air temperatures and amounts of precipitation 

according to the weather station in Cheremushki (52.87° N, 91.42° E, 330 m a.s.l.), which is 

located in the foothills 4 km to the northeast of the Sayano-Shushenskoe Reservoir dam. To 

use in dendroclimatic correlation analysis, we calculated moving series of temperature and 

precipitation with a 21-day window and 1-day step (i.e. from May 1 to May 21, then from 

May 2 to May 22, etc.) from daily data. These moving series has the same time span as the 

original daily series and cover the total length of a 50-year period of anatomical 

measurements (1965-2014). A similar approach with various window widths from 10 to 30 

days has previously been used to analyse the climatic signal with fine temporal resolution in 

the season, both in tree ring width and in wood anatomy (e.g. Helama et al., 2016; Carrer et 

al., 2017; Castagneri et al., 2017; Belokopytova et al., 2018a, 2018b). 

The regional climate is sharply continental, with large daily and seasonal temperature 

fluctuations and with uneven distribution of precipitation throughout the year. At the foothills, 

temperatures are negative from November to March; the average temperature of this period is 

8.3°C below zero, and the average amount of precipitation is 74 mm. The average 

temperature of the warm season (April–October) is 11.6°C above zero, and the average 

amount of precipitation is 485 mm. As the altitude increases, temperature decreases 

throughout the entire year; the lapse rate is c. 0.4-0.6°C per 100 m, depending on the season. 
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By contrast, the amount of precipitation increases rapidly with the altitude: approximately 

threefold more precipitation occurs at the upper tree line (1300-1400 m a.s.l.) than at the 

foothills. 

During the period of instrumental climatic observations, precipitation did not change 

significantly, but temperature increase was observed of 0.2 and 1.1°C per decade during warm 

and cold seasons, respectively. The climate of the last decades was greatly influenced by the 

construction of the Sayano-Shushenskoe Reservoir dam and the filling of the reservoir during 

1975-1990. The primary effect is expressed in the alleviating of winter frosts. More detailed 

data on regional climate change and local impact of the dam building are presented in the 

previous study (Babushkina et al., 2018b). 

We sampled the cores of Siberian spruce (Picea obovata) in the National park 

‘Shushensky Bor’ at three sites along an altitudinal gradient: LOW (52.83° N, 91.45° E, c. 

520 m a.s.l.), at the lower boundary of the spruce distribution range; MID (52.80° N, 91.48° 

E, c. 960 m a.s.l.), in the centre of the spruce range; and HIGH (52.81° N, 91.51° E, c. 1320 m 

a.s.l.), on the upper tree line. The site selection was conditioned by the requirements of 

logistic accessibility. All sites are located in 5-10 km to the east of the dam (Fig. 1). We can 

assume that influence of reservoir decreases with distance and elevation (i.e. from station to 

the HIGH site), but distances are close enough to disregard this pattern. The status of the 

territory as a protected area ensured minimization of human impact on vegetation, except for 

the local climatic change. Poor logistic availability of study area makes it less convenient for 

people to use than other forests of region, and Siberia never had high density of population. 

Therefore, human activities registered in the area are limited to tourism since 1960th and 

hunting by local nomads before 20th century; logging and other forest management activities 

were not registered (personal communication with Tolmachev V.A., national park director; 

see also Myglan, 2010 and references there). A fir-birch forest with Siberian pine and Scots 

pine covers the LOW site; spruce grows along a stream and on the adjacent northern slope. 

The MID site is covered by Siberian pine forest with Scots pine and spruce (c. 10%); the 

slopes are east and west-oriented. The upper tree line (HIGH) is also covered by Siberian pine 

forest; spruce grows in a flat area near a stream and on the eastern stony slope. Landscape-soil 

conditions at all altitudes are heterogeneous even on a local scale. 

We estimated inter-annual temperature dynamics at the elevations of the sampling 

sites based on the data of the Cheryomushki and Olenya Rechka (52.80° N, 93.23° E, 1400 m 

a.s.l.) weather stations (Supporting Information Fig. S1), because the temperature series of 

both stations have very close correlations (0.80-0.97), and no longitudinal temperature 
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gradient was observed for the region. Average estimation of the vegetative season (T > +5°C) 

for 1965-2014 was 166 days (Apr 24–Oct 6) at the LOW site, 142 days (May 9–Sep 25) at the 

MID site, and 121 days (May 19–Sep 17) at the HIGH site. Temperatures above the +10°С 

threshold occurred on 119 days (May 17–Sep 14), 93 days (Jun 1–Sep 1), and 75 days (Jun 

11–Aug 24) at LOW, MID and HIGH sites, respectively. 

For sampling, we selected living, undamaged trees, at least 20 trees per site, and cores 

were taken with an increment borer at chest height (c. 1.3 m). For collection, transportation 

and preparation of the cores for tree ring width (TRW) measurement, we used standard 

techniques of dendrochronology (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). For each tree, we measured 

TRW series with the semi-automatic analysis platform LINTAB 5 and TSAPwin software 

(Rinn, 2003) and verified the cross-dating of series in COFECHA (Holmes, 1983). Then, 

using the ARSTAN program (Cook and Krusic, 2005), we standardized TRW measurements 

(removed long-term non-climatic trends fitted as exponential functions) and developed local 

standard chronologies from individual series with a bi-weighted mean. When selecting cores 

for anatomical measurements (5 cores from each site), we preferred the mature trees with high 

correlation of the individual indexed TRW series with local chronology, which allowed for 

the minimization of age trends in TRW and particularly in the anatomical structure of tree 

rings over the period under consideration (Vysotskaya and Vaganov, 1989; Lei et al., 1996; 

Eilmann et al., 2009). 

From the cores selected for anatomical research, we cut thin cross-sections (c. 15-20 

μm) with a sliding microtome (Microm HM 430; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and stained 

them with safranin (1% solution in ethanol). Then, we dehydrated the cross-sections using 

ethanol solutions with increasing concentrations, washed them with xylol, and permanently 

preserved them in Canada balsam. We captured microphotographs of prepared sections with a 

digital camera (AXIOCam MRc5; Zeiss, Germany) mounted on an optical microscope (Axio 

Imager D1; Zeiss, Germany) with 200× magnification. For anatomical structure analysis, we 

measured tree rings over the period 1965-2014 (50 years) with Lineyka 2.01 software (Silkin, 

2010). Cell number (N), radial diameter (D) and wall thickness (CWT) were measured of 

each cell for five radial files per ring (Seo et al., 2014) to within 0.01 μm (Vaganov et al., 

1985; Larson, 1994). Additionally, we calculated TRW individual series as the sum of D for 

all cells and used it for cross-dating of anatomical measurements. To compare series and rings 

with different cell numbers, we subsequently normalized (stretched or compressed) raw 

measurements of D and CWT, obtaining their normalized tracheidograms with N = 15 

(Vaganov et al., 1985; Babushkina et al., 2010; Ziaco and Biondi, 2016). The normalized 
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number of 15 cells per ring was chosen to avoid possibility of distortion in climatic signal due 

to stretching tracheidograms more than twice in more than 10% of rings (calculated at site 

with minimal cell number; for reasoning see Electronic supplementary material in 

Belokopytova et al., 2018b), and as a value that proved to provide reliable results. For each 

ring, we then calculated the following tree ring features on the normalized tracheidograms: 

maximal and mean radial cell diameter (Dmax, Dmean), maximal cell wall thickness 

(CWTmax), and the relative position of the transition to thick-walled cells (Supporting 

Information Fig. S2). For spruce in the study area, the fraction of earlywood cells exceeded 

1/3 in most rings (> 95%). Therefore, we used the arithmetic mean CWT for the first four 

normalized cell positions CWTmean1-4 as the CWT estimation for earlywood. Value 

1.25·CWTmean1-4 was applied as the threshold for thick-walled cells, coefficient 1.25 was 

selected empirically as minimal value providing assessment of stable CWT increment 

(probability of CWT falling back under this threshold is p<0.01 over all measured tree rings). 

Then, we found the first normalized position of the CWT stably exceeding this threshold 

(Pos) and used it as an estimation of the transition to thick-walled cells. Based on individual 

series of anatomical traits, we then developed their average local chronologies (Fig. 2). 

In this study, we used the following statistical characteristics of the series and 

chronologies: arithmetic mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation (ratio of standard 

deviation to mean value), and first-order autocorrelation. The relationships between tree ring 

traits and their climatic responses were estimated by Pearson's correlation coefficients, and 

some of relationships were modelled by simple linear regressions. 

Results 

The TRW dependence on the cell production trait N at all three elevations is very 

close to a linear function both for individual trees and on a local scale (Fig. 3). This finding is 

confirmed by linear regression models TRW(N) determination coefficient values of 0.90-0.99 

for individual trees (mean values are about 0.96 at each site) and 0.96-0.97 for total site 

samples (Supporting Information Table S1). The intercept for all functions is close to zero, 

i.e. the relationship between these tree ring features is close to directly proportional. As a 

result, we can interpret the linear regression coefficient as an estimation of the average cell 

radial diameter for an individual tree or for a site. Comparison of these coefficients showed 

that at MID and HIGH sites the average cell diameter is 25.9-33.2 and 25.6-33.3 μm, 

respectively, i.е. the differences in diameters are not significant. Similarly, at both elevations, 

the maximal cell production is within 50 cells per season, with mean amount ~20 cells. 

However, at the lower boundary of the spruce range, much larger production (up to 180 cells 
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per season, mean amount ~60 cells) is combined with the development of larger cells (average 

radial diameter is 27.3-36.4 μm). Note that both mean values and variability ranges of the 

Dmean as individual or local characteristics of spruce trees are somewhat lower than those of 

other conifers in the region. For example, in previous studies of Scots pine and Siberian larch 

in the forest-steppe zone of the Minusinsk depression, we observed average radial diameter of 

the tracheids within the range of 34.0-42.1 and 31.7-43.7 μm, respectively, and the coefficient 

of determination for the local TRW(N) dependence is about 0.89 for both species 

(Belokopytova et al., 2018b). However, the intercept of the linear regression is low but not 

equal to zero, therefore this cell size estimate differs from the mean value calculated for the 

individual and local chronologies of Dmean (Table 1). In this study, the deviations have 

different signs and reach 6 μm. 

Other cell traits also have their patterns of distribution within a site and along the 

altitudinal gradient. The maximal cell radial diameter Dmax, similar to Dmean, has close 

values and variability ranges at the HIGH and MID sites but is significantly greater (by 

5.7 μm) at the LOW site. For both traits concerning the results of cell wall deposition, the 

variation is much higher. We observed similar values of these cell traits at the MID and LOW 

sites (CWTmax ≈ 4.6 μm and Pos ≈ 8), whereas at the HIGH site we can see a smaller 

fraction of latewood (i.e. larger value of Pos ≈ 9) with less thick-walled tracheids (CWTmax ≈ 

3.4 μm). Note also that chronologies of cell maximal and mean radial diameters have much 

less variation (3.9-6.7% and 5.1-6.6%, respectively) in comparison with CWTmax and Pos 

(9.9-11.5% and 11.3-11.7%, respectively). 

For all considered tree ring features, there are some differences between individual 

trees both in mean values and in the inter-annual dynamics. As a consequence, the coefficient 

of variation for local chronologies is lower than that for most of the individual series. 

However, common external signal is present in all considered tree ring features, because the 

correlations of their individual series with local chronologies are all positive and significant 

(Table S2). We observed the highest individual-to-local correlations in the Dmax and Dmean 

series (0.51-0.59 and 0.53-0.61, respectively). 

Autocorrelation component decreases from TRW (first-order autocorrelation ~0.7), 

maximal and mean radial diameters (~0.6) to CWT and Pos site chronologies (0.3-0.5), but 

difference between sites is not significant. 

Common variance is less pronounced for trees growing at different elevations 

(Table 2). For example, a significant similarity in the radial cell diameter dynamics is present 

only between LOW and MID sites for which correlations are 0.58 for Dmax and 0.50 for 
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Dmean. By contrast, CWTmax and Pos have close correlations only between MID and HIGH 

sites (0.54 and 0.62, respectively). For cell production features N and TRW, no high 

correlations are detected between local chronologies of different altitudes. 

The relationships between different tree ring features have the same patterns 

regardless of elevation (Fig. 4, Table 3). For each site, cell number have positive correlations 

with maximal and particularly mean radial diameters (0.22-0.47 and 0.34-0.53 for Dmax and 

Dmean, respectively), and TRW have similar but higher correlations with cell size (0.33-0.62 

and 0.50-0.72, respectively). A highly negative relationship is observed between maximal cell 

wall thickness and relative position of the transition to latewood (correlations from -0.76 to -

0.58). In regard to the interrelations between anatomical proxies of wall deposition and other 

tree ring features, significant correlations are observed only at the MID site and are weaker 

than most of the others (correlations from -0.35 to -0.16 for Pos and 0.39-0.58 for CWTmax). 

Dendroclimatic correlation analysis revealed periods when temperature and 

precipitation have the most significant effects on the considered tree ring features in 

accordance with the site location along the altitudinal gradient and the corresponding 

gradients in temperature and growth season duration (Fig. 5). Cell production and indices of 

TRW responses to climatic variation are weak, although the tendency of a positive 

temperature effect and a negative precipitation influence at the upper tree line is noted, as well 

as reverse patterns at the lower spruce range boundary. Anatomical traits have a more 

pronounced climatic response. For the maximal and mean cell radial diameters at the HIGH 

area, a significant positive effect of the temperature during the first half of June is observed; at 

MID and LOW sites, a negative effect of temperature and a positive effect of precipitation are 

observed from late May to mid-June. 

The position of the transition to thick-walled cells has a positive relationship with the 

temperature of mid-June at the HIGH and MID sites. However, at the LOW site, this reaction 

is replaced by a negative one and shifted to the beginning of the month, but precipitation 

affects this anatomical trait positively in the second half of June. The maximal cell wall 

thickness at all elevations responds positively to temperature at the end of the growth season: 

mid-August at the upper tree line, the second half of August in the centre of the range, and 

early September at the lower limit of spruce growth. This significant response notably 

coincides with the approximate date of the temperature decrease below the +10°C threshold at 

all elevations. 

Discussion 
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Tree ring width is an integral parameter that is the sum of radial diameters for the total 

N cells produced during the season. Because the average radial cell diameter during a tree life 

span does not have strong age-related changes or show other significant long-term trends 

(Vysotskaya and Vaganov, 1989; Lei et al., 1996; Vaganov et al., 2006; Eilmann et al., 2009; 

Hughes et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2017), the relationship between radial growth and cell 

production is almost linear. Relative stability of this dependence within a site and to some 

extent on a larger scale was observed for Siberian spruce in comparison with other conifer 

species of the region. This finding is consistent with the low sensitivity (year-to-year 

variability) of radial growth noted for some Picea spp. even in severe environments (Mäkinen 

et al., 2002; Savva et al., 2006; Babushkina et al., 2011; Sidor et al., 2015; Jiao et al., 2016; 

Lei et al., 2016), i.e. typical for spruce with a low degree of secondary growth plasticity. 

However, a positive relationship between the maximal tracheid production (and maximal 

TRW) and their size is notable. A possible reason for such a relationship may be the 

dependence of the final radial cell diameter on the rate of their production by the cambial 

zone, which is indirectly included in the Vaganov-Shashkin simulation model of tree growth 

(Fritts et al., 1991; Vaganov et al., 2006; Shishov et al., 2016; Deslauriers et al., 2017; Li et 

al., 2017). Actually, the combination of modelling and anatomical measurements of tree rings 

is very promising, as recently shown in several publications (Drew and Downes, 2015; 

Hartmann et al., 2017; Kulmala et al., 2017; Arzac et al., 2018). Mean and maximal radial cell 

diameters have higher correlations with TRW than with cell production, because TRW 

a priori integrates the common signal not only from the production process but also to a lesser 

degree from cell expansion, thereby forming an additional causal link. 

After transition from the cell expansion process to cell wall deposition, the previously 

observed close positive relationships between the resulting anatomical traits decline sharply, 

i.e. this stage of tracheid differentiation depends on the preceding processes only to a small 

extent and contains primarily its independent signal on the external conditions (Larson, 1994). 

This assumption is indirectly confirmed by the higher variation and lower autocorrelation of 

the features associated with cell wall thickening, compared with other tree ring traits. 

Additionally, maximal wood density, which is closely related to the cell wall thickness in 

latewood (Björklund et al., 2017), often has a climatic response different from that of TRW 

(Briffa et al., 2002; Kirdyanov et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2016; Rathgeber, 2017; Stine and 

Huybers, 2017), which also supports our assumption. Nevertheless, within the tree ring, 

interrelations of cell wall thickness with cell number and their diameters are complex and 
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nonlinear (see examples in Vaganov et al., 1985; Babushkina et al., 2010; Silkin, 2010; 

Sviderskaya et al., 2011; Luostarinen, 2012). 

The stable negative correlation between relative position of the transition to latewood 

and the maximal cell wall thickness is of interest not only anatomically but also 

physiologically. The earlier such a transition (a noticeable thickening of the cell wall) is 

observed in the ring, the larger the maximal thickness the cell wall can reach in the mid of 

latewood. Moreover, for the data presented, Pos and CWTmax do not show any close 

connections with the radial size of the tracheids either in time (considering different years) or 

along the altitudinal gradient. External and internal triggers for the development of thick-

walled tracheids have been and remain the subject of discussion since the 1970s. Depending 

on the regional conditions, researchers suggest sharp temperature declines, late summer 

droughts, and a noticeable decrease in the insolation (photoperiod) as such triggers (Wareing 

and Phillips, 1970; Wodzicki et al., 1971; Heide, 1974; Denne, 1976; Jenkins et al., 1977). 

Based on the results of the dendroclimatic analysis (Fig. 5), in accordance with the growth-

limiting role of temperature and moisture supply at the upper and lower boundaries of the 

spruce range, respectively, these factors have a significant effect on the transition to thick-

walled cells at the same time at all elevations, in the second half of June (near the summer 

solstice). Although all three aforementioned external factors are involved in switching 

biosynthetic processes in the cells of the emerging xylem, the incoming solar radiation seems 

to be main trigger. This finding can be connected with the end of seasonal growth of shoots 

and photosynthetic apparatus (Vaganov and Terskov, 1977). In particular, Cooke et al. (2012) 

noted that bud set for spruce occurs under the combined effect of photoperiod and intrinsic 

control, and Rossi et al. (2009) observed the transition to the wall thickening of the first 

latewood cells at the moment of primary growth cessation in several conifers. Therefore, we 

should also expect hormonal and genetic control of the switching of xylem differentiation 

processes to the latewood development (Hartmann et al., 2017). 

A joint analysis of the values of tree ring features and the relationships between their 

chronologies along the altitudinal gradient (Fig. 6) showed that the chronologies of the same 

feature closely correlate in the same part of the spruce range for which the dependence of 

their values on the ecological gradient is present. However, once these values reach a certain 

limit, they cease to change further because of certain genetic, physiological or anatomical 

restriction, which leads to a weakening or complete absence of significant correlations. For 

example, in the lower half of the range (LOW–MID), the mean and maximum radial cell 

diameters decrease with elevation, most likely in concert with the temperature-related general 
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growth rate of trees (Vaganov et al., 2006; Castagneri et al., 2017; Deslauriers et al., 2017). 

However, comparison of HIGH and MID sites showed the same range of tracheid radial sizes 

and no correlations between their chronologies, which could be due to the physiological 

requirements for minimum hydraulic conductivity of earlywood tracheids and in general due 

to species-specific genetic requirements for the wood structure. These requirements were 

observed, for example, in a comparison of heterodrafts wood anatomy with Pinus sibirica 

scions and Pinus sylvestris rootstocks, which minimized differences in external influences and 

hormonal control, thereby highlighting species-specific genetics (Darikova et al., 2013). 

For cell wall thickening result, the elevational pattern is reversed: in the high part of 

spruce range (MID–HIGH), a decrease in CWTmax and latewood proportion with elevation is 

evident and high correlations between local chronologies of the same trait. With earlier onset 

and later end of the vegetative season, the duration for cell production and differentiation 

processes, including cell wall deposition, is longer at the lower elevation (Gindl et al., 2000, 

2001; Rossi et al., 2012). At the same time, these relationships are absent when comparing 

LOW and MID sites. This finding can be related to one or a combination of reasons: obvious 

anatomical restriction of CWT < D/2 in latewood, limitation of cell wall deposition by 

mineral resource availability in soil (in the study area, fertility is usually not high), and the 

aforementioned genetic predispositions in wood anatomy. Another possible reason for the 

complicated elevational patterns in tree ring features is a shift of growth-regulating (limiting) 

factors from moisture to heat supply with altitude; however, this assumption is easily verified 

by analysing the climatic response. 

Unlike cell production (and radial increment), the other anatomical traits have more 

consistent temporal patterns in climatic responses along the altitudinal gradient. For the 

maximal cell size, the conditions of the same period (the first half of June) are important 

regardless of elevation, although the direction of the climatic reactions varies. Given that the 

cell size usually reaches a maximum in the second half of earlywood, i.e. shortly before the 

transition to latewood, this can serve as an indirect confirmation of the regulation the 

transition to narrower cells by day length. However, we may also propose mechanical 

connections between the maxima in the photoperiod and in the radial diameters of emerging 

cells in terms of the general rate of the tree secondary growth (i.e. both rates of cell division 

and expansion changing consistently with day length). The argument in favour of this 

assumption is based on observations of the maximum rates of radial growth and wood cell 

production in conifers during the summer solstice (Rossi et al., 2006a; Gruber et al., 2009). 
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By contrast, the reaction of CWTmax to the end-of-season temperature is positive 

regardless of elevation, because during this period, the completed foliage formation 

predetermines the stable production of photoassimilates for cell wall deposition at all 

altitudes, and moisture supply is sufficient even at the lower boundary of the spruce range. 

Evidence indicates that the decrease in temperature limits primarily the process of organic 

substances deposition in the structure of the plant (Cavieres et al., 2000; Hoch et al., 2002; 

Hoch and Körner, 2003; Körner and Paulsen, 2004; Piper et al., 2006; Alvarez-Uria and 

Körner, 2007; Rossi et al., 2008), leading to a suppression of the cell wall thickening before 

the photosynthesis processes begin to suffer. However, the timing of CWTmax climatic 

response has an explicit gradient, and at all altitudes, the maximum occurs on the approximate 

date of the temperature transition under the threshold of +10°C. As it was shown in previous 

study for +5°C threshold (Babushkina et al., 2018), long-term trend of the end of season date 

is relatively low in the study area. Its 3-day shift due to warming can be disregarded here in 

comparison with window of dendroclimatic analysis. Several studies show that the rate of 

transition processes from primary growth cessation to full plant dormancy is also regulated by 

temperature (Cooke et al., 2012), and that plants also tend to become dormant at a 

temperature of c. 8-10°C (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1979; Rossi et al., 2008). Therefore, this 

finding supports the hypothesis on the specific effect of the timing of the end of the growth 

season on the process of cell wall thickening in latewood tracheids. 

Conclusions 

All the considered anatomical traits are under the influence of climatic factors 

throughout the entire altitudinal range of the spruce distribution, and the direction of this 

influence is only partially elevation-dependent. Therefore, observed patterns in values and 

inter-elevational correlations of tree ring features are determined by the combination of 

change of the limiting factor with elevation and internal restriction of wood anatomical 

structure.  

Analysis of climatic signals in tracheid anatomical traits obviously requires special 

tools with a fine temporal resolution. At this stage, we can state that such a tool is the 

application of moving climatic series with the selected window and step. Considering these 

results more broadly, namely, for expected climate changes, the high temporal resolution 

obtained from wood anatomy is essential in analysing the tree growth–climate relationships in 

future, particularly with regard to the increasing frequency of extreme climatic events at 

different times during the growth season. 
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Table 1 

Primary statistics of measured individual series and local chronologies of Picea obovata tree 

ring anatomical traits. Dmax, maximal radial cell diameter; Dmean, mean radial cell diameter; 

CWTmax, maximal cell wall thickness; Pos, normalized to 15 cells per ring position of the 

transition to thick-walled cells. Numerator is mean ± SD value (μm); denominator is 

coefficient of variation (%). 

Site 
Individual series Local 

chronologies 1 2 3 4 5 

Dmax 

HIGH 
37.7±2.0 35.6±3.1 41.0±3.9 40.2±2.7 45.0±2.3 39.9±1.6 

5.4% 8.7% 9.6% 6.7% 5.1% 3.9% 

MID 
39.5±2.7 37.9±3.5 34.8±1.9 37.3±2.9 40.4±2.6 37.9±1.9 

6.8% 9.1% 5.4% 7.7% 6.4% 5.1% 

LOW 
45.5±3.7 43.2±5.5 41.2±2.8 45.1±4.3 42.8±3.3 43.6±2.9 

8.2% 12.6% 6.8% 9.5% 7.7% 6.7% 

Dmean 

HIGH 
26.6±1.4 24.1±2.1 26.1±2.9 27.9±2.0 32.3±1.6 27.4±1.5 

5.5% 8.6% 11.0% 7.3% 4.9% 5.6% 

MID 
28.3±2.3 27.1±2.3 25.8±1.5 28±1.8 28.9±1.7 27.6±1.4 

8.0% 8.6% 5.8% 6.6% 6.0% 5.1% 

LOW 
32.7±2.4 31.1±2.9 28.5±1.6 30.5±3.4 30.3±2.5 30.6±2 

7.3% 9.4% 5.7% 11.1% 8.1% 6.6% 

CWTmax 

HIGH 
3.82±0.39 2.98±0.45 2.61±0.32 2.84±0.48 4.61±0.85 3.37±0.34 

10.2% 15.2% 12.4% 16.8% 18.5% 10.1% 

MID 
4.44±0.85 4.54±0.80 4.98±0.55 4.68±0.70 4.63±0.80 4.61±0.53 

19.0% 17.6% 11.1% 15.0% 17.2% 11.5% 

LOW 
4.53±0.93 3.93±0.71 4.55±0.97 4.63±0.69 5.40±0.53 4.57±0.45 

20.6% 18.2% 21.3% 15.0% 9.7% 9.9% 

Pos 

HIGH 
8.0±1.6 10.3±1.4 9.7±1.9 9.7±1.6 7.7±1.6 9.1±1.0 

19.5% 13.5% 19.4% 16.3% 21.0% 11.3% 

MID 
8.2±1.4 8.4±1.3 7.1±1.0 7.4±1.5 8.2±1.5 7.9±0.9 

16.7% 15.4% 14.7% 20.6% 17.6% 11.5% 

LOW 
8.6±1.3 9.3±2.1 8.3±1.9 8.0±1.4 7.4±1.7 8.3±1.0 

15.2% 22.8% 23.2% 17.2% 22.6% 11.7% 
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Table 2 

Correlations between local chronologies of the same Picea obovata tree ring trait but different 

sites. N, cell number; TRW, tree ring width raw chronology calculated from five trees used 

for anatomical measurements; TRWstd, tree ring width indexed (standard) chronology 

calculated from full local sample; Dmax, maximal radial cell diameter; Dmean, mean radial 

cell diameter; CWTmax, maximal cell wall thickness; Pos, normalized to 15 cells per ring 

position of the transition to thick-walled cells. 

Sites N TRW TRWstd Dmax Dmean CWTmax Pos 

LOW / MID 0.11 0.17 0.16 0.58
*
 0.50

*
 -0.01 0.09 

MID / HIGH -0.30
*
 -0.24 0.41

*
 0.22 0.36

*
 0.54

*
 0.62

*
 

LOW / HIGH 0.25 0.26 0.16 0.11 0.27 0.02 0.28 
*
 P < 0.05.  
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Table 3 

Correlations between local chronologies of different Picea obovata tree ring traits within each 

site. N, cell number; TRW, tree ring width raw chronology calculated from five trees used for 

anatomical measurements; TRWstd, tree ring width indexed (standard) chronology calculated 

from full local sample; Dmax, maximal radial cell diameter; Dmean, mean radial cell 

diameter; CWTmax, maximal cell wall thickness; Pos, normalized to 15 cells per ring 

position of the transition to thick-walled cells. 

Tree ring 

trait 
N TRW TRWstd Dmax Dmean Pos 

HIGH 

TRW 0.98
*
      

TRWstd 0.59
*
 0.67

*
     

Dmax 0.22 0.33
*
 0.44

*
    

Dmean 0.34
*
 0.50

*
 0.65

*
 0.79

*
   

Pos -0.07 -0.07 -0.20 0.14 0.10  

CWTmax 0.36
*
 0.36

*
 0.43

*
 -0.04 0.08 -0.76

*
 

MID 

TRW 0.97
*
      

TRWstd 0.84
*
 0.91

*
     

Dmax 0.47
*
 0.62

*
 0.67

*
    

Dmean 0.53
*
 0.72

*
 0.75

*
 0.86

*
   

Pos -0.35
*
 -0.34

*
 -0.35

*
 -0.21 -0.16  

CWTmax 0.56
*
 0.57

*
 0.58

*
 0.41

*
 0.39

*
 -0.69

*
 

LOW 

TRW 0.98
*
      

TRWstd 0.86
*
 0.85

*
     

Dmax 0.24 0.38
*
 0.19    

Dmean 0.53
*
 0.67

*
 0.48

*
 0.84

*
   

Pos -0.22 -0.14 -0.19 0.08 0.05  

CWTmax -0.01 -0.08 -0.10 -0.10 -0.05 -0.58
*
 

*
 P < 0.05. 
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area. Cheryomushki weather station is marked with triangle; sampling sites are marked 

with circles; dam of the Sayano-Shushenskoe Reservoir is marked with diamond. Small map in right top corner 

shows study area location in the Asian part of Russia 
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 HIGH MID LOW 

 

Time (year) 

Fig. 2. Local chronologies of Picea obovata tree ring traits: tree-ring width (TRW; lines) indexed (standard) series as result of cell production in the top row of 

graphs; maximal (Dmax; dark lines) and mean (Dmean; light lines) cell radial diameters as results of cell expansion in the middle row; relative position of the 

transition to thick-walled cells (Pos; dark lines) and maximal cell wall thickness (CWTmax; light lines) as results of cell wall deposition in the bottom row
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Fig. 3. Relationship between cell number (N) and tree ring width (TRW) of Picea obovata at (a) HIGH, (b) 

MID, and (c) LOW sites. Lines represent TRW(N) linear regressions for sites (black lines) and individual tree 

series (colored lines), dots represent actual measured rings (individual trees are shown with different colors). 

Statistics of TRW(N) linear regressions are shown in Supporting information, Table S1 
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of relationships between Picea obovata tree ring traits within each site over 1965-2014: (a) 

indexed (standard) tree-ring width (TRWstd) and mean radial cell diameter (Dmean); (b) mean (Dmean) and 

maximal (Dmax) radial cell diameters; (c) relative position of transition to thick-walled cells (Pos) and maximal 

cell wall thickness (CWTmax); (d) mean radial cell diameter (Dmean) and maximal cell wall thickness 

(CWTmax) 
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Fig. 5. Correlations between Picea obovata tree ring traits’ local chronologies and moving series of temperature (lines) and precipitation (areas) calculated with 

21-day window and 1-day step within the season (see Materials and Methods for details). Significance level P = 0.05 is shown with dashed straight lines. Average 

timing of seasons when temperatures are above +5°C and +10°C are shown at the bottom of each panel with light and dark horizontal bars respectively
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Fig. 6. Patterns in values of Picea obovata tree ring anatomical traits and in relationships between them along 

the elevational gradient 
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Supporting information 

 

Table S1 

Evaluations of Picea obovata mean radial cell diameter Dmean from TRW(D) linear regressions for series of 

individual trees separately and for local sample as a whole. N, cell number; TRW, tree ring width calculated 

from anatomical measurements. 

Statistics 
Individual series Local 

sample 1 2 3 4 5 

HIGH 

R
2
 of TRW(N) linear regression 0.966 0.937 0.967 0.946 0.964 0.968 

estimated Dmean (μm) 28.6 25.6 32.0 33.3 32.5 31.8 

MID 

R
2
 of TRW(N) linear regression 0.982 0.948 0.985 0.941 0.941 0.960 

estimated Dmean (μm) 33.2 32.4 29.8 25.9 28.1 29.4 

LOW 

R
2
 of TRW(N) linear regression 0.904 0.954 0.993 0.980 0.981 0.968 

estimated Dmean (μm) 34.7 33.4 27.3 35.4 36.4 32.5 

 

 

Table S2 

Mean correlation coefficients of Picea obovata tree ring traits’ individual series with their local chronologies. 

Each individual series was correlated with specifically calculated local chronology where this individual series 

is omitted. N, cell number; TRW, tree ring width; TRWstd, indexed (standard) tree ring width; Dmax, maximal 

radial cell diameter; Dmean, mean radial cell diameter; CWTmax, maximal cell wall thickness; Pos, normalized 

to 15 cells per ring position of the transition to thick-walled cells. 

Site N TRW
a
 TRWstd

b
 Dmax Dmean CWTmax Pos 

HIGH 0.45
*
 0.40

*
 0.49

*
 0.59

*
 0.60

*
 0.45

*
 0.41

*
 

MID 0.46
*
 0.45

*
 0.56

*
 0.52

*
 0.53

*
 0.49

*
 0.46

*
 

LOW 0.58
*
 0.59

*
 0.58

*
 0.51

*
 0.61

*
 0.48

*
 0.40

*
 

*
 P < 0.05 

a 
Correlations between individual raw TRW series and raw TRW chronology calculated from five trees used for 

anatomical measurements. 

b 
Correlations between the same individual raw TRW series and indexed (standard) TRW chronology calculated 

from full local sample. 
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Fig. S1. Estimation of an average intra-annual temperature dynamics at sampling sites. Calculation was 

performed from 1965-2014 daily climatic data of Cheryomushki (330 m a.s.l.) and Olenya Rechka (1400 m 

a.s.l.) weather stations with linear interpolation accordingly to the elevations of stations and sampling sites. 

Dashed lines show temperature thresholds of +5 and +10°C. 

 

 

 

Fig. S2. Scheme of tree ring anatomical traits’ calculation from normalised tracheidograms of (a) radial 

diameter and (b) cell wall thickness on example of randomly selected tree ring 
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